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Recently, new methods and technologies, including building information modeling
(BIM) and lean management, have been introduced to the construction industry. Their
objectives are to increase collaboration, ensure smooth flows of information, improve
productivity, reduce different types of waste, and stabilize production. These constraints
have forced the industry to gradually change by applying more adapted operational
processes and contractual models that focus on value and by integrating the design,
construction, and operation phases. Traditional scheduling methods based on activities
modeling have become less adapted to this new reality. As a result, complementary
concepts have emerged, particularly the Last Planner system, takt time, space planning,
and spatiotemporal scheduling. This paper presents an extensive review and an
assessment of the state of the art of the spatiotemporal planning of construction
projects. The paper categorizes the research efforts, presents a timeline of the most
significant scientific developments in this domain, and addresses their possible impacts
on the construction industry.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the early 1990s, a new range of planning techniques specific to the construction field has
begun to emerge based on the management of construction site spaces. The first method proposed
optimal use of workspaces and better management of the circulation and movement of teams and
materials on site (Tommelein, 1989; Riley, 1994; Thabet and Beliveau, 1994).

The availability of space represents a significant constraint for the planning of construction
projects and dictates the duration of projects. Rodriguez-Ramos (1982) proposed a model
that allocates space to objects for conflict detection to solve static layout planning problems
in construction. Thus, workspaces are considered a resource similar to labor and materials
(Tommelein and Zouein, 1993). Labor cannot be used beyond the capacity of workplaces.
Otherwise, congestion of workspaces will negatively affect circulation and reduce productivity at
construction sites (Francis, 2019). Traditional scheduling methods focus on tasks and constraints
and do not convey workspace occupation or space availability (Akinci et al., 1998). That aspect of
the management of workspaces on construction sites is often neglected.

The construction industry is traditionally considered a fragmented industry with low
productivity that is reluctant to take full advantage of opportunities (Riddell, 2017;
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U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). However, recent technical
and technological developments, notably building information
modeling (BIM) and its 4D to 7D dimensions, have started to
gradually change this tradition and the means of collaborating
among different actors. Whether for risk management, quality
assurance, or site monitoring, the methods and techniques are
constantly evolving. For example, lean methods for project
planning have been introduced to optimize work processes and
eliminate waste in the operating chain. Thus, methods such as the
last planner system (Ballard, 2000), takt-time planning (Frandson
and Tommelein, 2014), and spatiotemporal modeling (Francis,
2019) may replace traditional methods in the near future.

To our knowledge, no research has been published in the past
demonstrating a literature review and an assessment of the state
of the art of space planning for construction projects. The main
goal of this paper is to synthesize scientific research in the field
of spatiotemporal planning of construction projects. The aim
is to summarize the different methods applied and knowledge
developed in this field. This paper contributes to the existing
body of knowledge by synthesizing the state and evolution of
these processes to guide future research as well as promoting such
knowledge in the construction industry.

The principal strength of the research method applied is
related to the scope of research and the extensive literature review
of scientific publications through a methodical approach with
rigorous screening and assessment of the state of the art. The
authors’ excellent knowledge of this field ensures the validity of
the obtained results.

The literature review is based on a pragmatist approach. The
review includes two steps: (1) a systematic review and (2) a
conceptual and critical review. A timeline and an analysis of the
state of the art of research on construction project space planning
are also presented. The next sections demonstrate these steps.

SYSTEMATIC RESEARCH

The systematic research used followed the PRISMA process
(Moher et al., 2009). Figure 1 presents the proposed process
diagram that was adapted to this literature review and the number
of articles found at each stage of this process.

Identification
During the identification stage, the search was limited to
journal papers contained in the specialized engineering databases
Compendex and Inspec. Keywords were selected to include all
relevant research on the planning of construction projects while
taking into consideration location and space planning. The search
criteria used corresponded to the following formulation:

(((({construction industry} OR {construction projects}) AND
((location AND (planning OR scheduling)) OR (space AND
(planning OR scheduling))) WN ALL))) AND ({ja} WN DT))

Screening
At the time of writing, 1207 scientific publications, dating from
1929 to 2020, have been found within the databases consulted.

Given this very large number, the initial search results were
exported for processing in Excel. A second validation was carried
out to remove duplicates undetected by the search engine.
In addition, papers that did not contain specific keywords
in the abstract were ignored. The filtering applied met the
following criteria:

(planning OR scheduling) AND (space OR location)

At the end of the filtering process, 318 scientific journal papers,
dating from 1989 to 2020, were screened.

Eligibility
The publications identified during the screening process were
studied to validate their direct links with the spatiotemporal
planning of construction projects. Although 318 abstracts passed
through the filtering process conducted in the previous stage,
only 75 publications were relevant to this literature review. The
other 243 papers were off-topic and research was principally
centered on other construction projects planning issues or
even other disciplines such as architecture and urbanism.
Subsequently, few conference papers or doctoral theses that
demonstrate significant scientific advances have been added.

Inclusion
The analysis of selected publications was carried out at three
levels of detail: (1) a contextual review, (2) a critical review,
and (3) a timeline synthesis. The conceptual review identified
and grouped research according to concepts, or categories,
or themes. The critical review involved a more detailed
examination to compare and evaluate a number of perspectives
(Grant and Booth, 2009).

The contextual review was for all inclusions. A second, more
in-depth examination was to select publications to be included
in the critical review and timeline synthesis. The content of the
papers was reviewed to determine if the research was innovative,
original, and relevant to the research subject. This more in-depth
validation was conducted considering an interest index and the
authors’ knowledge of the field. The interest index was based on
the citation number compiled by Google Scholar and Research
Gate, as well as the Research Interest Index proposed by Research
Gate. Figure 2 presents the proposed interest index model.

CONCEPTUAL REVIEW

The conceptual review and a detailed analysis of the
101 publications selected led to the identification of two
classification categories:

1) Research topics: site layout, theoretical concepts, space-
time flow, workflow, material flow, and 3D + time and
2D+ time visualization.

2) Research scheduling and optimization approaches: (i)
mathematical (deterministic or heuristic/metaheuristic),
(ii) decision systems (design and modeling, decision-
making tools, knowledge-based systems), (iii) conceptual
(conceptual models/frameworks or simulations), and (iv)
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FIGURE 1 | Systematic review flowchart (adapted from Moher et al., 2009).

reviews (case studies and literature reviews). Figure 3
presents the number of publications associated with each
grouping criterion.

Table 1 presents the number of publications identified in
matrix form, which demonstrates the link between these two
classification types (topics and approaches).

CRITICAL REVIEW

This section demonstrates a more detailed examination of
the selected publications. The paper content is presented in
accordance with the research scheduling and optimization
approaches described in the contextual review, and different
perspectives were identified.

Mathematical Approaches
Among mathematical approaches, different deterministic and
heuristic/metaheuristic methods were used. Approximately half

of the research works (15 publications) were conducted on site
layout planning. The flow of space-time, work, and materials
were also studied (13 publications). Only one paper studied the
2D+ time visualization. These approaches were divided into four
subcategories, as follows.

Objective Functions
Some authors utilized linear programming techniques and
objective functions for site layout and material flow planning.
Easa and Hossain (2008) proposed a model that, according to
the type of facility (temporary or permanent), considers two
types of areas: available and unavailable. Temporary facilities
are located in available areas, whereas permanent facilities are
located in unavailable areas. The model analyzes constraints such
as region, non-overlapping, adjacency, facility proximity, object
region, visibility, and flexible orientation. The locations of the
objects are then determined by an objective function. Huang and
Wong (2015) developed a mathematical formulation in order to
model and optimize the site facilities location during the different
stages of construction projects. The authors used a binary-mixed-
integer-linear program to formulate the site layout problem that
was solved by a standard branch-and-bound algorithm. The
mathematical objective function established aims to minimize the
cost of material transportation, facility setup, and relocation in
each construction stage. The authors also took into account safety
design considerations.

Singularity Functions
Space-time flow was analyzed by Lucko et al. (2014) and Isaac
et al. (2017) who used singularity functions to represent the
progression of activities over time and through space. Lucko
et al. (2014) categorized how activities might behave within a
3D spatial–temporal environment, the 2D of the floor plan area
plus time. Their model seeks to minimize total project duration
by using a conflict-avoiding heuristic scheduling algorithm. Isaac
et al. (2017) created a mathematical model that supports the
allocation of time and workspace with concurrent activities and
under safety constraints. Temporal and spatial buffers are also
considered and maintained between work paths.

Genetic Algorithm
Among mathematical approaches, genetic algorithms (GAs) are
the most favored optimization technique within the selected
publications. More than half of publications of this category
utilized GAs for site layout planning, the space-time, and
the material flow optimization. 2D + time visualization is
also considered.

Regarding space-time flow, Moon et al. (2014) proposed an
optimized algorithm based on a location-constraint GA. This
algorithm looks for an alternative schedule that minimizes the
interference of workspaces. The optimized schedule is compared
to the initial plan integrated to a 4D model. An active simulation
system based on BIM is realized. Tao et al. (2018) considered
the space-time project-scheduling problem and formulated it
as a multi-objective mixed-integer programming problem. To
solve this problem, and to minimize resource reallocation and
congestion, they developed a non-dominated sorting genetic
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FIGURE 2 | Interest index model.
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FIGURE 3 | Identified publications grouped by topic and approach.

algorithm II (NSGA-II) and then modified by it integrating an
electromagnetism-like mechanism (NSGA-II-EM).

Workflow was considered by Dong et al. (2012). The authors
proposed a GA-based method for look-ahead scheduling that
focuses on the finishing phase of construction projects. To
optimize project duration and/or cost, this method takes into
account three main aspects: the engineering priorities of each
individual sub-project, the zone, and blocking constraints.

Genetic algorithms are also common in research that focuses
on site layout planning. Osman et al. (2003) and Kumar and
Cheng (2015) sought to automate the process of site layout
planning. For that, Osman et al. (2003) used a CAD environment
and GAs to automate space detection of the site layout
while satisfying geometrical constraints dictated by the facility
assignment problem. The optimization goal is to minimize total
transportation costs. Geometrical constraints are modeled using
CAD and not through traditional mathematical formulations.

This fact adds flexibility to the constraint representation. This
approach can provide the planner with an initial layout that
can be adjusted according to secondary objectives. Kumar and
Cheng (2015) presented a framework to create dynamic site
layout models automatically by utilizing BIM. In conjunction
with a GA, the authors used the A∗ algorithm to develop an
optimization framework. The framework considers the actual
travel paths of on-site labor and equipment. The model optimizes
the dimensions of facilities to address the space limitation on
site. The interior storage within buildings under construction is
also considered. Papadaki and Chassiakos (2016) and Farmakis
and Chassiakos (2018) proposed multi-objective optimization
models. The models integrate the optimization capabilities of
GAs to solve the problem of dynamic construction site layout
planning. The model developed by Papadaki and Chassiakos
(2016) takes into account facility locations, transportation, and
safety. It aims to minimize a generalized cost function. The
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TABLE 1 | Matrix table of identified publications—Topic versus approach.

Approach/topic Site layout Theoretical
concept

Space-time
flow

Work flow Material
flow

3D + Time
visualization

2D + Time
visualization

Total

Mathematical 15 6 2 4 1 28

Deterministic 2 2 1 5

Heuristic/meta-heuristic 13 4 2 3 1 23

Decision systems 6 1 6 4 2 3 22

Design and modeling 2 2 1 3 8

Decision making tools 3 1 3 1 1 9

Knowledge-based systems 3 1 1 5

Conceptual 7 18 4 6 3 3 2 43

Conceptual models/frameworks 5 17 4 4 2 3 2 37

Simulation 2 1 2 1 6

Reviews 3 1 3 1 8

Literature review 1 1

Case study 3 1 3 7

Total 28 22 17 15 9 7 3 101

model developed by Farmakis and Chassiakos (2018) considers
multiple aspects, such as construction and relocation costs
of facilities, transportation costs of resources, and safety and
environmental considerations that result from the operation and
interconnection of facilities.

Other Heuristic/Metaheuristic Methods
In addition to the methods mentioned above, various
heuristic/metaheuristic methods are used for solving the
site layout-planning problem and analyzing space-time, work,
and material flow. Yeh (1995) formulated the problem of
construction site layout as a combinatorial optimization problem
by using the annealed neural network model and the Hopfield
neuronal network. The annealed neural network model merges
many features of simulated annealing, while the Hopfield
neuronal network is employed to solve the problem. Zouein and
Tommelein (1999) presented a dynamic layout construction
procedure using a hybrid incremental solution method. The
objective of the procedure is to allocate site space to resources
while avoiding spatial conflicts and minimizing distance-based
adjacency and relocation costs. The optimal position for each
resource is defined by solving a linear program. The algorithm
allows exploring better alternative solutions. Xu and Li (2012)
and Li et al. (2015) proposed a multi-objective decision-making
model for the planning of construction site layout. To reduce
the possibility of safety or environmental accidents, Xu and Li
(2012) considers two objectives: minimizing the total cost of
site layout and maximizing the distance between high-risk and
“high-protection” facilities. A multi-objective particle swarm
optimization (MOPSO) algorithm with permutation-based
representation is used to solve this problem. Years later, Li
et al. (2015) integrated the security-planning problem and
proposed a bi-level multi-objective model for the dynamic
construction site layout. They defined two programing levels:
the upper level (project manager actions) and the lower level
(attacker reactions). A multi-objective bi-level particle swarm
optimization (MOBLPSO) algorithm was designed to solve

this model. Al Hawarneh et al. (2019) proposed a grid layout
model with safety as a design parameter beside cost. The model
is based on the safety level between the facilities that uses the
Site Blocks Algorithm. A MATLAB computer code developed
to account for travel distances of laborers and equipment. The
authors developed a Binary Integer Linear Programming Model
to optimize the site layout while considering parameter such as
availability, overlapping, setup, dismantling, prohibited regions
and relocation constraints. Güden and Süral (2019) presented
a mixed integer programming formulation of the dynamic
p-median problem. The authors used discretization of distances
as criteria to control locational decision variables such as facility
locations, opening/closing times of facilities, routes of mobile
facilities, and demand allocations to open facilities. To solve
the problem, a branch and price algorithm and constructive
heuristics were developed.

Space-time and work flow were considered by Zouein and
Tommelein (2001) and Lee (2012). Zouein and Tommelein
(2001) presented a time-space tradeoff algorithm to solve the
problem termed “space scheduling.” This algorithm describes
alternative methods for performing an activity by using resource
levels. Each level represents another demand for space over an
activity duration. The algorithm minimizes the increase in project
duration by varying resource levels of activities or delaying their
start date. This is to vary the demand for space on-site over
congested lapse of time. Lee (2012) proposed an integrated model
that uses ant colony optimization to calculate the amount of
pedestrian walk time through simulation and search for the near-
optimal schedule. The model is applied to planning a renovation
project for building that remains in operation. The proposed
model reduces the pedestrian walk time when compared to
the schedule obtained with planning techniques based on the
location of work zones.

Decision Systems
Different decision systems focus principally on the theoretical
concept of space planning and the work and material flow
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management (13 publications). Site layout planning and 4D
modeling are also considered (nine publications). Decision
systems are divided into three subcategories, as follows.

Design and Modeling
Space-time flow was considered by Chavada et al. (2012) and
Kassem et al. (2015). Both works focus on 4D and 5D planning.
Chavada et al. (2012) presented an interactive decision support
system that integrates workspace planning into 5D planning.
The decision support system consists of a process framework
that identifies schedule conflicts, workspace conflicts and their
severity, allowing solving spatial conflicts prior to construction.
Kassem et al. (2015) developed a methodology for workspace
management. The methodology provides a holistic solution for
workspace management through the allocation of workspaces to
activities, as well as the detection of congestion and spatial and
temporal conflicts. A 4D tool based in the Industry Foundation
Class (IFC) was also developed.

Wang et al. (2004) and Bakchan et al. (2019) presented
decision systems that focus on the flow of work and materials.
Wang et al. (2004) presented the 4D Site Management
Model + (4DSMM +), a model that integrates 4D technology
to resource management and site space utilization. The authors
also developed 4D Management for Construction Planning
and Resource Utilization (4D-MCPRU), an information system
platform that allows to implement the 4DSMM + . This
platform integrates dynamic resource management at the project
level and decision-making support. Bakchan et al. (2019)
sought to outline the conceptual interactions that define the
integration of construction waste management (CWM) and
BIM with construction management. The authors proposed
a multi-dimensional framework that provides guidance on
CWM applications such as CW disposal scheduling, disposal
cost estimation, on-site reuse, and allocation of waste bins.
The framework presents interactions between CWM and
construction management fields, such as scheduling, estimation,
sustainability, and site planning.

Finally, Akinci et al. (2002) and Chau et al. (2005) developed
tools for 3D + time visualization. Akinci et al. (2002)
presented mechanisms that automatically generate project-
specific workspaces based on a generic workspace ontology and
a 4D production model. Workspaces attributes corresponds to
when, where and how long they exist, and how much volume
they occupy. Chau et al. (2005) proposed a 4D graphics for
construction planning and site utilization (4D-GU) model that
integrates the 4D model with other computer-based techniques
for site management. The model performs a variety of site
management functions over spatial and temporal parameters.
It incorporates construction planning, resource analysis for
individual activity, site layout generation, material allocation
and cost breakdown.

Decision-Making Tools
Tommelein and Zouein (1993) focused on site layout planning,
whereas Ma et al. (2005) looked for 4D building models and 4D
site model integration. Tommelein and Zouein (1993) developed
MovePlan, a model that integrates data needed to construction

layouts into an activity schedule. The augmented schedule
aims to facilitate layout planning, including the positioning
of temporary facilities on-site and the movement of materials
and equipment. Through a graphical interactive interface, the
MovePlan prototype system allows to model approximate site
space needs during project scheduling and to create layouts for
different stages of construction. Ma et al. (2005) introduced the
4D Integrated Site Planning System (4D-ISPS), addressing both
4D building models and 4D site models. The proposed system
provide 4D graphical visualization capability for construction
site planning by integrating schedules, 3D models, resources,
and site spaces.

Regarding 3D modeling, Kim and Cho (2015) proposed
a geometric reasoning system called Construction Spatial
Information Reasoner (CSIR). This system analyzes geometric
information in building designs to derive construction-specific
spatial information and assist in construction planning.
Adjacency relationships, acquired by means of relationship
acquisition algorithms, are transformed into a set of graphs that
represent work packages. The algorithms are embedded into the
BIM platform by using a commercially available BIM platform.

Some decision-making tools also target the flow of space-
time and work. Winch and North (2006) presented a decision
support tool that helps to address the space-scheduling
problem. The authors also presented the concept of critical
space analysis. The concept involves optimizing the available
space, allocating tasks to spaces, and analyzing and space
loading in relation to the critical path, which Winch and
North call “space-time broking.” Dawood and Mallasi (2006)
presented a decision support tool for critical space-time
analysis. The tool organizes the product’s coordinates according
to the required execution sequence and assigns workspaces
using layering within the AutoCAD model. Then activities
are linked to workspaces to provide a 4D construction
simulation of processes. Chen et al. (2012) presented an
intelligent scheduling system (ISS) that looks for the near-
optimum schedule plan in the function of project objectives
and constraints. To find the near-optimal solution, the ISS
uses simulation techniques to distribute resources and assign
different levels of priority to different activities. The ISS
considers and integrates in a unified environment the most
important construction factors, such as schedule, cost, space,
labor, equipment, and materials.

Knowledge-Based Systems
Tommelein et al. (1991) developed SightPlan, a knowledge-
based system that addresses the problem of temporary facilities
on construction sites. SightPlan use two strategies to propose
a solution the expert strategy, which emulates the strategic
decisions and steps taken by experts in the field, and the artificial
intelligence (AI) strategy. Using these two strategies, the system
explores the architecture of an interactive design-support system
that allows users to exploit the strengths of humans and machines
to plan better designs. Jin et al. (2017) presented an optimization
model based on the spatial relationship between work envelope
and scaffolding placement requirements to improve scaffolding
availability while maximizing piping crew productivity. The
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model involves two elements: the simulation-based optimization
model and a multi-attribute utility (MAU) based alternative
selection model. The MAU allows handling the uncertainty of the
assessment weights on the attributes.

Other knowledge-based systems are interested in space-
time and work flow. Jongeling et al. (2008) sought to take
advantage of the quantitative data contained in 4D models. They
illustrates how different types of 4D content can be extracted
from 4D models to support 4D content-based analyses and
novel presentation of construction planning information. The
4D content extracted corresponds to workspace areas, work
locations, and distances between concurrent activities. Bansal
(2011) proposed integrating geographic information systems
(GISs) into a 4D model to facilitate the identification and
resolution of space conflict systems. According to Bansal,
this approach facilitates topographic modeling, different types
of geospatial analyses, and database management. A feature
attribute table (FAT) was also proposed and associated with each
space. This to describe when, where, and how long that space will
be required on the jobsite.

Conceptual Approaches
Research using conceptual approaches principally contributes
to the development of space planning theory (18 publications).
We found other contributions regarding the flow of space-time,
work, and materials (13 publications). Site layout planning (seven
publications) and 2D/3D + time visualization (5 publications)
are also considered. This section distinguishes between the
conceptual model/frameworks and simulation systems.

CONCEPTUAL MODELS/FRAMEWORKS

Conceptual modes and frameworks are broken down into five
subcategories: (1) workspace parameters, (2) space planning
techniques, (3) graphical modeling, (4) site layout planning
techniques, and (5) space-time floats.

Workspace Parameters
Various models and criteria are proposed to classify workspaces.
Thabet and Beliveau (1994) developed a model to define and
quantify workspace demand and availability parameters for
repetitive floors in multistory buildings. They proposed an
activity classification that is space demand-oriented. The space
demand classification is resource-oriented. Work continuity
and variable crew productivity rates are also considered. Riley
and Sanvido (1995) presented a construction-space model that
defines the descriptive space types and typical patterns of space
use in multistory building construction. The model identifies 12
construction-activity space uses and patterns. It also characterizes
space needs to predict space demand and support the logical
planning of productive work sequences. Choi et al. (2014)
categorized a workspace by its function and movability and
proposed a framework for the workspace planning process. The
proposed framework involves five phases: 4D BIM generation,
workspace requirement identification, workspace occupation

representation, workspace problem identification, and workspace
problem resolution.

Other research targets the spatial requirements and graphical
representation of construction operations. Akinci and Fischer
(2000) developed and formalized a mechanism through space
templates to capture spatial requirements of different trades.
They described the integration of these space templates within
construction method models. Francis (2016) proposed the
Chronographic protocol for modeling of construction projects.
This protocol involves a conceptual framework that details all the
elements required for the planning of construction operations:
processes, logical constraints, and association and organizational
models. Visual parameters and their associated values were
studied to define a standard graphical presentation composed by
shapes, sketches, codes, text, textures, and colors.

Space Planning Techniques
New planning techniques, based on space and resource
requirements, started to develop in the 1990s. Thabet and
Beliveau (1997) proposed a space-constrained and resource-
constrained knowledge-based system (SCaRC) for scheduling
repetitive floors in multistory projects. The proposed system
recognizes the space requirements of activities as a scheduling
constraint by integrating space-based and resource-based
techniques. It also includes procedures that define and verify
the construction logic constraints associated with the linear
scheduling of vertical construction. Riley and Sanvido (1997)
presented a space planning method for multistory building
construction. The proposed method provides a logical order and
priority for space-planning decisions. It allows identifying the
specific spaces required for activities, defining their locations
on building floors, developing a work sequence that defines the
occupation sequence of spaces, and identifying potential spatial
conflicts. Akinci et al. (1998) formalized and automated a time-
space conflict analysis method to assist construction managers, in
proactively managing spatial conflicts between activities at their
sites. The proposed time-space model prevents conflicts before
they occur at a construction site and eliminates non-value-adding
activities when a time-space conflict is identified.

The chronographic method for the planning of construction
projects was presented by Francis (2004) and Francis and Miresco
(2006). This method includes a theoretical concept, a graphical
approach, a mathematical model, and a prototype program. The
proposed modeling method is based on two generic entities:
the principle entity, which symbolizes the production tools, and
the dependent entity, which determines the decisional functions
and relational constraints. Other constraints not specifically
identified by entities are represented as attributes or as external
or internal measures of the principal entities. Years later, Francis
(2019) proposed a hybrid solution based on spatiotemporal
techniques that combine graphical, procedural, and algorithmic
aspects. This solution integrates spaces and operations to ensure
the continuous use of spaces and teams, as well as linear
production. The approach prioritizes the critical space on the
critical path of activities.

Kenley and Seppänen (2009) presented guidelines for defining
a location-based management system (LBMS). To optimize the
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FIGURE 4 | Timeline of research on spatiotemporal planning—Mathematical, decision systems and empirical approaches.

schedule, the model uses a layered logic and a critical path
method (CPM) network calculation, a critical planning decision
that affects the quantity takeoff, the number of logic relationships
required to schedule a project, and the variation of quantities
between locations. The use of the LBMS to plan and control
production in construction projects was evaluated by Seppänen
et al. (2014). The system uses control actions that realign the
schedule forecast with the approved plan. This to respond
effectively to deviations in production instead of continuously
updating the plan with actualized completion dates.

Other planning techniques are also proposed using 3D+ time
visualization, computational algorithms, and adapting planning
techniques used in other industries. Jongeling and Olofsson
(2007) presented a process method for workflow planning
by using location-based scheduling and 4D CAD. Said and
El-Rayes (2013) developed a congested construction logistics
planning model (C2LP). The proposed model uses computational
algorithms to model interior space allocation, complex space
constraints, and the impact of interior space utilization on activity
scheduling. Four types of decision variables are considered:
material procurement, material storage, facility layout, and
scheduling of non-critical activities. Lucko et al. (2016)

proposed extending the modeling and analytical capabilities
of the slip chart, a scheduling technique from the aerospace
industry, to improve linear schedules. For that, the authors
developed a conversion algorithm for linear schedules. In
addition, they introduced new buffers, criticality and float for a
comprehensive approach.

Graphical Modeling
Interest in graphical modeling of space planning started to appear
in the 2000s. Mallasi (2006) established a concept for visualizing
workspace competition between construction activities. He
developed a critical space-time analysis (CSA) approach, in order
to model and quantify the site workspace congestion. The severity
of workspace congestion was measured using a multicriteria
function embedding spatial and schedule-related criteria.
A dynamic 4D simulation environment was developed using
three workspace-planning features: execution patterns, work rate
distributions, and a time-based simulation of the progressing
quantities of work. Su and Cai (2016) presented a generic
construction 4D topology framework. The framework formalizes
the spatial-temporal relationships between construction
activities. In addition, it offers a topology categorization method
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FIGURE 5 | Timeline of research on spatiotemporal planning—Conceptual approaches.

that formats the 4D topological representations into task
templates. The analysis is conducted through mathematical
method. Mirzaei et al. (2018) proposed a dynamic conflict
detection and quantification system that uses 4D-BIM to identify
time–space conflicts and quantify their impacts on project
performance. The system identifies the conflict between different
activities’ workspaces by considering the labor crew movement
in the assigned workspace during different time intervals.

Based on the chronographical method, Francis (2013)
presented the chronographical approach for planning and
monitoring construction projects. The predefined modeling
approach helps improve visual communication through layering,
sheeting, juxtaposition, alterations, and permutations. This
allows for groupings, hierarchies, and classification of project
information. Francis et al. (2019) proposed a spatiotemporal
model that promotes efficient site use by defining optimal
site occupancy and workforce rotation rates, minimizing
intermediate stocks, and ensuring a suitable procurement
process. The authors studied the material flow on the
site while considering horizontal and vertical paths, traffic
flows, and means of transportation to ensure fluidity and
safety. A comparison of the performance and procurement

processes when using the chronographic model versus the Gantt
precedence diagram is also given.

Frandson and Tommelein (2014) described the
implementation of Takt-time planning in a case study on
a retrofit project in an operating healthcare facility. They
illustrated the Takt-time planning process and situated it in the
context of the different levels of the Last Planner system using the
steps of master scheduling, reverse phase scheduling, make-ready
planning, and commitment planning.

Site Layout Planning Techniques
Li and Love (1998) used a GA system to allocate a set
of predetermined facilities into a set of predetermined
places, with the goal of optimizing the construction site-
level facility layout while satisfying layout constraints
and requirements. Elbeltagi et al. (2004) presented a
layout planning approach that considers both safety and
productivity. This approach involves a procedure to determine
optimum layout of temporary facilities while considering
four aspects: safety-related temporary facilities requirements,
proper safety zones around construction spaces, safety in
determining the optimum placement of temporary facilities,
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and use of the constructed space as temporary facilities to
relieve congestion.

Other site layout planning techniques that use 2D and 3D
modeling have also been proposed. Sadeghpour et al. (2006)
developed an interactive CAD site layout model to support site
planning. The model performs on two levels: site representation,
and site space analysis and allocation. The site representation
uses an open architecture supported by object-based concepts.
The model introduces a geometric reasoning approach to analyze
site space and find an optimum or near-optimum location for
facilities. Dagan and Isaac (2015) used a matrix-based method
to define minimum safe distances between workers. 3D time-
space diagrams were used to represent and analyze the dynamic
movements of workers on site.

Space-Time Floats
Said and Lucko (2016) compiled the different types of floats
that can exist in a spatial schedule and defined three activity
float metrics: shift, rate, and combined floats. The space float
contours for a construction site are generated by means of
an algorithm. According to the authors, activity float metrics
contribute to expand the capabilities of spatial scheduling models
when assessing the criticality of activities. The space float concept
enables a direct integration between scheduling and other project
management tasks. Francis and Morin-Pepin (2017) introduced
the concept of margin calculation based on site occupation using
chronographical modeling. The site occupation rate considers
the category of locations and the activity types. This method
involves five levels of layers according to the stage of construction:
creation of spaces, systems, division of spaces, finishing and
closing of spaces. Depending on the choices made by the user,
the method establishes a level of risk for the completion of the
project according to the criticality of activities, as well as location
occupation rates.

SIMULATION

Cho et al. (2013) proposed a space zoning concept-based
scheduling model (SCHEME) for repetitive construction
processes. The proposed model adopts simulation techniques and
can reflect space-zoning characteristics to maximize productivity
and achieve schedule reduction of a construction project.
Razavialavi and Abourizk (2015) presented a simulation-based
approach that combines discrete and continuous simulation for
modeling the size of facilities that temporarily contain materials
in construction projects. The impact of facility size is analyzed
quantitatively and corrective actions are proposed to optimize
the space shortage in facilities. A hybrid discrete-continuous
simulation technique is adopted to enhance accuracy and model
the project focusing on operational level (i.e., activity level) and
strategic level (i.e., summary activity level).

TIMELINE AND DISCUSSION

The ultimate goal of this paper is to present a synthesis of
the most important scientific developments in spatiotemporal

planning for building projects. The aim is to summarize
the different methods applied and knowledge developed in
this field. This paper contributes to the existing body of
knowledge by synthesizing the scientific evolution from 1989
to date and by presenting a timeline that categorizes the
scientific contributions in the field of space-time planning of
building construction projects. The timeline uses the same
classification explained in section 3: (i) the research topics:
site layout, theoretical concepts, space-time flow, workflow,
material flow, and 3D + time and 2D + time visualization;
and (ii) the research approaches: mathematical, decision systems,
conceptual, and reviews.

To lighten the timeline, given the large number of scientific
contributions to date, the timeline is represented in two separate
figures, Figures 4, 5 according to the research approach used
in the paper. The explanation of the evolution of the curves
presented in these two figures is as follows:

- Figure 4 shows the research timeline of spatiotemporal
planning based on mathematical, decision systems and
empirical approaches. This figure demonstrates that the
heuristic and metaheuristic methods mostly use GAs as
optimizing approaches. The other methods mainly target
site layout, followed by space-time flow and workflow.

- Figure 5 demonstrates the research timeline of
spatiotemporal planning based on conceptual approaches.
This figure demonstrates that most of these works
contribute to the development of the theoretical
concept and site layout, as well as workflow and the
flow of materials.

Regarding scientific evolution, the 1990s saw a strong
evolution of research and knowledge in this area. During
these years, the dynamic layout planning was introduced,
as well as the 4D modeling and simulation of construction
operations (Figure 4). The workspace modeling and the
space planning theory were also developed during this
period (Figure 5).

Despite a short stagnation in research in the 2000s, some
developments have been observed in the analysis of the
workspace (Figure 4) and the spatial requirements (Figure 5).
Finally, there has been a good resumption of work since 2010,
notably for the LBMS (Figure 4), the chronographical method,
and the takt time method (Figure 5).

Based on this review, this paper makes three conclusions:

1. Most of the existing methods are based on the critical
path logic that primarily relies on scheduling the activities
sequences to calculate the project duration. These methods
hardly take into account the impact of circulation and
the site occupancy by operations and intermediate storage.
Only some researchers applied a 4D simulation based on
the critical-space for optimizing the site occupancy rate.
The development of more critical-space based methods
should be encouraged.

2. Several methods are based on purely mathematical
approaches. These approaches consider some parameters
and neglect several others. Considering the increased
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complexity of projects and the multiplication of actors,
these approaches fail to provide practical solutions
applicable to the construction industry. Approaches that
promote the involvement of real construction players,
based on collaborative techniques, such as the Last Planner,
must be encouraged. The lack of interoperability between
systems and maturity and adaptability of the 4D simulation
should be considered, at least in the short term.

3. Emphasis must be placed on the development of new
spatiotemporal methods and techniques for monitoring
work progress based on information technology. The
digital revolution, the arrival of new technologies and
the development of new construction techniques offer
the construction industry a unique opportunity to grow.
The application of the concept of industry 4.0 to the
construction industry should result in massive use of
digital data in real-time and in the automation of tasks
by the application of AI and machine learning. It is

an opportunity for more innovation in the construction
industry, a traditionally conservative industry.
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